
801139-G MOUNT DINING CHAIR WITH ARMREST COARSE WOVEN

GREY/BROWN

Additional description

- Dining chair with stylish design
- Comfortable, secure seating through armrests
- Coarsely woven fabric (100% polyester)
- H 82 cm x W 61 cm x D 65 cm

Hours of dining is what the Mount dining chair can provide perfectly. The dining chair,
from the collection of Dutch brand BePureHome, has a stylish design. The sharp lines in
combination with the rounded corners and comfortable upholstery create a beautiful
contrast. A real eye-catcher!

Material
Our Foros is a coarsely woven fabric with a soft yet firm grip. The fabric has a subtle hue
and a coarse loop. Foros is made of 100% polyester and is Oeko-Tex certified. The coarsely
woven fabric is suitable for very intensive use (Martindale >100,000). Foros is known as a
very colorfast fabric and will not pill easily. The base of the dining chair is made of metal
with a matte black powder coating. The seat frame is constructed from a combination of
FSC-certified particle board, plywood and hardwood. The seat contains a T3538 foam which
provides a slightly firm seat and provides hours of comfortable seating. The backrest is
filled with a T2130 foam.

Dimensions
The Mount dining chair has an overall height of 82 cm, the overall width is 61 cm and the
depth measures 65 cm. The seat height is 47 cm and seat depth is 45 cm. The seat width is
50 cm. The armrests have a height of 15 cm at the front to 21 cm at the back, measured
from the seat, and a thickness of 5 cm. The two front legs have a height of 39 cm, the back
legs are 38 cm high and all four have a ...
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